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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with handling the situation when in an ex-
perienced team of agents one team member is replaced by
a new agent with different abilities. We extend earlier work
that focused on how the new agent can make use of the
strategy of the old agent as seed strategy in an evolutionary
learning approach with prototypical situation-action pairs
and the nearest-neighbor rule as agent architecture. We
now allow also the remaining team members to adapt their
behavior using their old strategies as seed strategies in evo-
lutionary on-line learning. After giving the new agent some
time for a basic adaptation, the remaining team members
take turns to adapt themselves.

Our experimental evaluation shows that this extension
allows us to deal with situations where the difference in
abilities is too big for the previous approach to succeed.
We also can report examples in which additional abilities
of the new agent are made use of to get an overall better
team performance than with the old agent.
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1 Introduction

Cooperation of agents offers a way to perform tasks no in-
dividual agent can perform alone and to enhance the ef-
ficiency of problem solving in general. But developing a
cooperation scheme suitable for a task and individual agent
strategies that fit into the scheme is often very difficult and
costly. Learning of cooperative behavior by agents offers a
solution to this problem that shifts the development effort
away from human developers and into the computer agents.
But learning, be it in advance in form of off-line learning
or interleaved with actions towards fulfilling the given task
as on-line learning, still requires a lot of experiences, and
hence time, before an acceptable cooperation scheme and
appropriate agent strategies are learned.

If a scheme and strategies are learned and nothing
changes with regard to task and agents, then the effort put
into learning is definitely well spent. But if we look at hu-
man teams that went through learning together, then we of-
ten see that nothing is more constant than change. Even if

the task to do does not change, team members leave, either
only temporarily or permanently. So, human teams very of-
ten have to deal with the situation of having an experienced
team in which one of the members is replaced by a “new
guy”, while the team is still expected to perform the task
it is experienced in. And human teams in most cases can
cope with such a situation without going through an inten-
sive and costly retraining starting from scratch. Instead, the
new guy is given the strategy used by the member he/she
replaces and he/she is expected to modify this strategy ac-
cording to his/her abilities, while already participating in
performing the team task, i.e. he/she trains of the job. If
this is not successful enough, because the abilities of the
new guy are too different from those of the previous team
member, then other team members adjust their strategies
until the team is successful, again.

As in human teams, teams of (pure computer-based)
agents face situations in which an experienced team has to
cope with a new agent replacing an old one with different
abilities. Examples are new software versions for individ-
ual agents or a new robot replacing a robot that was not re-
pairable anymore. Especially with robots, it may not even
be a new robot that replaces an old one, the “old” one might
just loose one of several abilities (due to some hardware or
low-level software failure) and therefore can be seen as a
“new” agent with different abilities (especially if the next
repair shop is on another planet, a situation NASA will face
in the future). But also new software versions for agents are
of quite some interest. If the new version is an improve-
ment, naturally we would like to make good use of new
features and abilities, which often requires other agents to
adapt to allow for the usage of these features.

In [2], we presented a method how evolutionary learn-
ing of cooperative behavior based on an agent architecture
using situation-action pairs and the nearest-neighbor rule
can be modified to deal with a new agent in an experienced
team without having to learn from scratch. But this method,
so far, was only used by the new agent, i.e. the other ex-
perienced team members did not change their behavior at
all. In this paper, we examine how we can deal with cases
where it is not sufficient to just have the new guy adapt the
strategy of the agent it replaces. If the difference in abilities
is too big or if there are new abilities, then the other team
members also have to adapt.



Our idea is to use the same method we used in [2],
namely combining parts of a seed strategy with newly
learned parts, but now not only have the new agent doing
this. After giving the new agent some time to do its adap-
tation, the other “old” team members also try to adapt, one
after the other. This way, the team as a whole does not be-
come too unbalanced, which could cause a breakdown of
the cooperative effort with a high probability of not achiev-
ing the given goals.

We extended our OLEMAS system (see [4], [2]) to
include this idea. In its application domain, Pursuit Games,
we tested interesting and rather different variants and the
suggested adaptation of not only the new agent but also the
old team members was either able to solve game variants
with replacement scenarios consistently faster than having
just the new agent adapt or to deal successfully with re-
placements that with adaptation by just the new agent could
not be solved at all, due to a too big difference in abili-
ties between old and new agent. Even more, we can report
game variants with replacement scenarios in which the new
agent has additional or better abilities and where adaptation
of the other agents allows to make use of those new abil-
ities, thus enhancing the team performance (compared to
the experienced old team).

2 Evolutionary learning with SAPs

Our evolutionary learning approach, as used in OLEMAS
(On-Line Evolution of Multi-Agent Systems), uses as
agent architecture prototypical situation pairs (SAPs) and
the nearest-neighbor rule (NNR) (see [3]). Since usually
agents are characterized as triple
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which ����� is a set of situations the agent can be in, ��	�� a
set of actions the agent can perform, and ���� a set of pos-
sible values of the internal data areas of the agent, we can
see
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	�� . Our

agent architecture assumes that in ���� we have a set � �"!#��$ �������%��	&� , � �"!#�� = ' ( �#( , )( ),...,( �+* , �* ) , , called a strat-
egy, and we also have a similarity measure (or distance)
� ��- on situations (i.e. � ��- : �������.�����/� IR). If our agent
is then confronted with a situation � , it computes � ��- for
� and all �10 occurring in � �"!#�� and performs the action �2
associated with �&2 , where �&2 is the situation with minimal
� ��- -value (with respect to � and an appropriate tie-breaker,
if necessary). In OLEMAS, we describe situations as a vec-
tor of numerical values that report the distances of all other
agents to the agent (see [4]). Then a good similarity mea-
sure is the Euclidean distance of two vectors.

Off-line learning is achieved by applying a Genetic
Algorithm that works on strategies, i.e. sets of SAPs (see
[3]). Each strategy is evaluated resulting in its fitness value.
New strategies are generated out of existing ones by ap-
plying Genetic Operators, namely crossover and mutation.
The “parents” of a new strategy are selected by use of
fitness-influenced randomness. New strategies replace the
old ones with the lowest fitness.

In OLEMAS, the fitness of a strategy is determined

by applying the strategy (resp. a strategy for each learning
agent) to the task that is to be learned (for a certain num-
ber of steps) and in most cases measuring success of the
strategy after each step. The fitness is then the sum of the
success measures after each step, resp. the average fitness
of several such runs, if random factors can influence the
task fulfillment. Only if the simulation leads to fulfilling
the task completely, we use as fitness measure the number
of steps until success.

The crossover operator takes two strategies and gener-
ates a new one by randomly picking up to a maximal num-
ber of SAPs out of the union of the two parent strategies
(duplicates are not allowed). There are three kinds of mu-
tation operators, each of which needs one parent strategy,
copies it and then the new strategy is either the copy plus a
randomly generated SAP (if the maximal number of SAPs
has not been reached already), the copy without a randomly
picked SAP or the copy with a randomly picked SAP re-
placed by a randomly generated SAP. The initial strategies
at the start of the evolutionary process are totally generated
at random.

The just described off-line learning can be used also
for on-line learning by introducing a special action “learn”
(see [4]). When “learn” is executed, the off-line learning
approach is called with the situation the agent expects to
be in after “learn” as start situation and a rather limited
number of time steps as the length of the simulation runs
performed for fitness evaluation. Since on-line learning is
performed by a single agent (although several or all agents
can do on-line learning on their own), the off-line learning
approach needs a way to simulate the behavior of the other
agents. This is achieved by having the on-line learning
agent building models of the other agents. This modeling is
done by either watching an other agent and protocolling sit-
uations and executed actions (and them using them as SAPs
with our agent architecture) or by simply having the other
agents communicate their strategies to the agent (which ob-
viously should be done by cooperating agents).

With the described input, the off-line learning ap-
proach is then capable to simulate the “real world” the
agent is acting in for the given number of steps into the
future, but it has to be noted that what really will happen in
the real world can be different from the simulation. If the
models of other agents are not totally accurate, then already
the start situation for the simulations can be off the mark
and the more the simulation tries to look into the future the
larger the differences will get. Another reason for a sim-
ulation to differ from what will really happen can be ran-
dom, resp. unpredictable events in the world. In OLEMAS,
“learn” is performed periodically until either the given task
is fulfilled or the allotted number of steps (in the real world)
are used up. The intervals between performing “learn” are
in the basic version flexible, depending on the performance
that the current strategy achieves. In [4] we suggested that
there are several ways how the strategy before “learn” and
the one generated by “learn” can be combined, but in the
basic version the new one just replaces the old one (which



will change for the old team members, now).

3 Using a seed strategy

While the rather detailed evaluation in [5] of the on-line
learning approach sketched in the last section showed that
already parameter settings of the system that lead to only
short on-line learning times are very successful, it is also
clear that an on-line learning agent needs some time (i.e. a
number of steps, including several executions of “learn”) to
start cooperating well with other agents. This also means
that such an agent, and therefore also its team, may miss
opportunities for fulfilling the given task that come up early
in the run, thus potentially becoming unable to fulfill the
task, if no other opportunities come up later. Note that this
is a general weakness of on-line learning, not particular to
our approach.

This problem can be solved by someone pointing out
to the agent opportunities and suggesting appropriate ac-
tions. In the case of an agent coming newly to an experi-
enced team, the strategy of the old team member replaced
by the new agent (that usually is known to the other mem-
bers) can accomplish this pointing out, provided that the
strategy can be used by the new agent. If this is possible,
then the rest of the team can do what they normally do and
we will not see any change in performance. But even if
old and new agent have slightly different abilities, the new
agent can profit a lot from the strategy of the old agent,
if it focuses its on-line learning around this strategy, as we
showed in [2]. The following modification to the basic evo-
lutionary learning method, to allow for the use of a seed
strategy –the strategy of the old agent–, improves on-line
learning by on the one hand evolving the usable parts of
the seed strategy and on the other hand providing flexibil-
ity to deal with the differences in abilities by evolving new
SAPs. More precisely, we suggested the following general
procedure:

1. Compare the abilities of old and new agent.

2. If the abilities are too different then let the whole team
re-learn the task.

3. Otherwise, if the abilities are identical (or the new
agent has more abilities), use the strategy of the old
agent.

4. Otherwise, filter out the SAPs in the strategy of the old
agent that have actions the new agent cannot perform,
which results in a seed strategy (i.e. all SAPs that are
not filtered out).

5. Apply the improved on-line learning with the seed
strategy.

The key point in this procedure is 5, the improved version
of the evolutionary learning. Let � ������� be the seed strategy
from the old agent. When invoking “learn”, we first have
to generate a start population of strategies. Let � ��������� �	��
���

be the parameter determining the percentage of SAPs from
� ������� in these initial strategies. If strategy �+0 * 0 �	� 0 is sup-
posed to contain k SAPs, then it is generated by randomly
selecting ����������������� �������	�(� � ! SAPs from � ������� and generating

� �"�$# (� � �% ���������&� ���'�����	((� & ! SAPs randomly.
In the following, for a strategy � let seed( � ) be the

SAPs that are in the intersection of � and � ������� (seed( � )
= �*) � ������� ) and new( � ) the remaining SAPs in � (new( � )
= � - seed( � )). Then we can modify the genetic opera-
tors crossover and mutation in the following way, given
parameters � ��������� +-, , � * �-./� +-, and � ��������� 021�� with � ��������� +-, +
� * �-./� +-,43 100.

crossover: Let � ( and �65 be two strategies in the cur-
rent population that have been selected as the parents.
Let seed-pool = seed( � ( ) 7 seed( � 5 ) and new-pool =
new( �#( ) 7 new( � 5 ). Then we generate a new strategy
� consisting of at most 8 SAPs by randomly selecting
�����"� �������&� 9�:(� & ! SAPs from seed-pool, �������<; ��=>� 9�:(� � ! SAPs

from new-pool and k - � ����� �������&� 9�:(- & ! - � ���"�?; ��=>� 9�:(- & !
SAPs out of � ( 7 �65 .

mutation: The use of � ������� results in having several muta-
tion operators that can be applied, differing in whether
they contribute to the seed( �A@ ) or new( �6@ ) part of a
strategy �6@ . If � is the parent strategy, then we have
the following possible mutations to get �B@ :

C just delete a SAP of sC replace a SAP of seed( � ) by a randomly chosen
SAP of � �������C replace a SAP of new( � ) by a randomly gener-
ated SAPC replace a SAP of seed( � ) by a randomly gener-
ated SAP if D ������� # � ( DD � D

E ����������� FHG�(� � C replace a SAP of new( � ) by a randomly chosen
SAP of � ������� if D ������� # � ( DD � D 3 �?�������&� FIG�(- & 

The general idea of using the seed strategy is to always
have at least a certain percentage of SAPs in a strategy that
are out of the seed strategy (that already has shown that it
works well for the old agent). By requiring only a certain
percentage of new SAPs, we can have a grey area between
� ��������� +-, and � * �-./� +-, that is also supported by the mutations,
so that we can be flexible with regard to how many SAPs
from the seed strategy are really in a strategy. Note that
the evolutionary learning process this way also takes care
of identifying the SAPs in the seed strategy that are well
suited for the new agent.

The experiments in [2] showed that the usage of the
strategy of the old agent as seed strategy allows the new
agent to get up to speed regarding the cooperation with the
rest of the team much quicker than learning from scratch
does. Naturally, depending on the particular difference in
abilities between old and new agent and depending on the
task the team has to fulfill, different settings for � ��������� +-,
and � * �-./� +-, were best.



4 Adapting to a new agent as a team

While the approach of using a seed strategy for the new
agent was quite successful, there have been two problems
it could not deal with at all:

C If the difference in abilities is too big, it might be im-
possible for the new agent to fulfill the role in the team
task that the other remaining team members require
from it.

C If the new agent has more (usually better) abilities
than the old agent, we do not make use of these abil-
ities. Point 3 in the procedure already prevents this,
because it might require the other agents to change
their behavior to allow for using new abilities, which
we could not do so far.

In order to solve these problems, we propose the following
improvements to our approach from the last section, that
now allow also for the remaining team members to adapt
using their old strategies as seed strategies. The new gen-
eral procedure is as follows:

1. Filter out the SAPs in the strategy of the old agent
that have actions the new agent cannot perform. This
results in the seed strategy for the new agent.

2. Apply the improved on-line learning with this seed
strategy for the new agent for a given amount of steps
� 0 * 0 � 0 
 � in the real world.

3. If the task is not fulfilled after � 0 * 0 � 0 
 � steps, let the first
remaining agent perform “learn” with its old strategy
as seed strategy (and an additional condition on the
combination of the result of this learning and the old
strategy, see later).

4. As long as the task is not fulfilled, do

(a) perform � �����	� steps in the real world

(b) let the next remaining agent perform “learn” as
described in 3.

This new procedure introduces two new parameters, � 0 * 0 � 0 
 �

and � �����-� , that define how long we try for the new agent
to adapt and how long we try every new adaptation by
one of the remaining team members in the real world. In
our experiments, a � �����	� -value of 1 was already sufficient
since communicating their own strategies by all cooperat-
ing agents together with the lead by the old strategies pro-
vided a good prediction of the quality of the adapted strate-
gies, so that no big evaluation in the real world was neces-
sary.

Obviously, with regard to the remaining old agents,
we are taking a step by step approach having the adapta-
tion attempts in a cascading fashion. This way, we have
in the real world always at the most one agent that is inac-
tive due to performing “learn” (which is important for our
application area, because two many inactive agents kind of

guarantee that the prey can escape) and we avoid having
too many changes in strategies at once (also, we keep the
search spaces small by having to adapt at any time at most
one agent). Naturally, we first require the new agent to do
its best (within the given time limit of � 0 * 0 � 0 
 � ) to adapt to
the team requirements. If the difference in abilities is only
small, this might already be enough and then our new pro-
cedure achieves exactly the same effect as the one of [2].

If the difference is too big, then the remaining old
agents try to make adjustments. While they use for “learn”
the approach involving as seed strategy their own current
strategy, that the first time they execute “learn” is the strat-
egy that worked well in the old team, we treat them dif-
ferently than the new agent in one aspect. Since there is
a certain chance that they should not change their strategy
at all (only a few of them might have to adapt), we do not
always use the result of “learn” as the new strategy of one
of these agents. Instead we first make a simulation run with
the old strategy and measure the fitness of it with this run
(or runs, if necessary). Then we compare this fitness with
the fitness of the strategy generated by “learn” and only use
this strategy if the fitness is better than the fitness of the old
strategy.

This additional criterion does not only help to de-
tect agents that should not change their strategy at the
moment (although they can change later, after some oth-
ers have changed their strategies and the particular agent
comes again to the point of learning), it also allows us to
use smaller � ��������� +-, -values, if difference in abilities and
task to fulfill require this. Naturally, different agents can
use different � ��������� +-, - and � * ��./� +-, -values, we can even de-
crease the � ��������� +-, -value over time to introduce more and
more flexibility, although this can have the team missing
opportunities, again.

5 Experimental Evaluation

In OLEMAS, we have chosen to use Pursuit Games (see
[1]) as application domain for testing our learning and
adaptation approaches. The general idea of these games
is rather simple: in a world consisting of connected grids,
several hunter agents have to cooperate to catch one or sev-
eral prey agents. A step of the game serves to establish a
discrete time line and usually each agent performs one ac-
tion in a step, except for actions that require several steps
to be finished, in which case the action shows effect in the
last step of the execution span. The game runs only for a
limited number of steps, which puts pressure on the hunters
(and the learning approaches) to get their job together.

Different versions of the game can be constructed by
varying the world, the number and type of agents involved,
by adding obstacles, having different start positions for the
agents, or by having different definitions of catch, to name
just the most important features. The type of an agent is of
special interest to us, because it allows for different abilities
of agents. The subfeatures leading to different types are
agent shape and agent actions together with the speed with



Figure 1. Start situations of the variants
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Figure 2. Replacement agents’ shapes
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which an agent can perform an agent (i.e. the execution
span). By changing the shape, adding or removing actions
or by just changing the speed for one or several actions we
can generate a lot of different replacement scenarios.

In our experiments, we first defined a variant, learned
a good set of strategies for the initial agents by applying the
basic off-line learning approach from Section 2 and then
defined a replacement of one agent by a new one. For these
replacements, we looked at two basic types of difference
in abilities: in one type (variants 1 to 4), we substituted an
agent by a new agent missing at least one ability needed by
the old agent to fulfill its role in the team (and not providing
any new abilities that could make up for this). For the other
type (variants 5 to 7), we either added new abilities or sub-
stituted one ability by another that would allow for a better
team performance, if appropriately used. Before we look
more closely at our results, we first present the variants and
replacements. The start situations of the initial variants are
depicted in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents agent shapes we
used as replacements.

In all variants, the goal of the hunters was to immobi-
lize the prey. If not stated otherwise, all agents could move
in all 8 directions and agents that have a shape different
from occupying just one grid can turn left and right. Also,
if not stated otherwise, each action, including “learn”, takes
1 step. In variant 1, we substituted agent C by an agent of
shape H1. This results in the team not being able to catch
the prey on just a single border, which is the usual end sit-
uation the experienced team achieves. The new agent re-
quires to make the catch in one of the corners, which is not
within the original strategies of the remaining members of
the team. In variant 2, we replaced hunter B by a hunter
with the same shape but without the turn actions. As a re-
sult, the new agent cannot pass the obstacle. So, again, the
usual end situation of B and C blocking the prey into the
corner is not possible anymore. In fact, now agent A has to
take a role in this and the new agent has to move out of the
way.

In variant 3, we replaced hunter C with an agent of
type H2 that required 3 steps for a turn action. As a re-
sult, the new agent was not fast enough to allow for the
usual cooperation scheme of A and B “scaring” the prey
and driving it towards C to make the catch. Letting A and
B adapt resulted in first having them pull the prey up and
then driving it down when the new agent is ready. But, due
to being on an infinite grid world and the use of random
decisions in evolutionary learning, only 80 percent of the
runs were successful (which explains the high mean num-
ber of steps in Table 1). For variant 4, the original team
had it easy, agents A and B just had to move down with the
prey. Our change regarding C was rather radical, because
we totally removed this agent (so, we were loosing all abil-
ities, even the possibility to block the prey). By allowing A
and B to adapt, they still managed to catch the prey (much
faster than starting from scratch would achieve).

In variant 5, the experienced team corrals the prey
into the top right corner. After replacing B by an agent
of shape H3, which allows the two agents to catch the prey
everywhere, letting A adapt allows for catching the prey
earlier and rather close to the middle, thus speeding up ful-
filling the task. Variant 6 is a more complex variant than
5 with the same basic idea: the experienced team needs all
3 agents to catch the prey near the middle. By exchanging
agent B by an agent of shape H3, C is not necessary any-
more and A and the new agent can close the trap earlier.
Letting A and C adapt leads to this improvement. Finally,
in variant 7, agent B drives the prey through the obstacle
and catches it with A in the top right corner, because the
additional action of a turn slows it down too much, so that
the experienced team did not see this as an option. If we
replace B by an agent that already is turned (shape H4), the
hunters can catch the prey between the obstacles. While Ta-
ble 1 shows that this is not always happening, nevertheless
it happens often enough to improve the average number of
steps needed.

The results of Table 1 were produced by having the
new agent use a seed strategy with � ������� := � ��������� �	��
��� =
� ��������� +-, = � ��������� 0216� = 60 and � * �-./� +-, = 30. If the team is
also allowed to adapt to the new agent, then this was started
after 5 steps for variant 3 and 4, 10 steps for variant 1 and
25 steps else (these are the values for � 0 * 0 � 0 
 � and we had
to vary them due to the different variants and their require-
ments). As already mentioned, we kept � �����	� at 1. For each



Table 1. Experimental results

Var new agent only with team adapting ���������

best worst mean best worst mean
1 – – – 20 37 33.3 25
2 – – – 49 113 77.7 25
3 – – – 18 – 211.9 85
4 – – – 22 27 24.3 60
5 31 55 40.8 21 43 31.3 60
6 14 29 24.1 12 25 21.5 85
7 61 89 83.4 61 81 75.1 40

variant, we performed 10 runs (without adaptation of the
rest of the team and with adaptation, each) and we report
the number of steps needed to fulfill the given task for the
best and the worst run and the mean value over all runs (due
to having random decisions in the GA, the learned strate-
gies, resp. the achieved behavior, differ from run to run).

If we look at variants 1 to 4, then it is obvious that
having the rest of the team adapt to the new agent after
some time saves the day, if the new agent simply cannot ful-
fill the role the old agent had in the team. All � ������� -values
we tried out (we always set � * �-./� +-, = 100 - � ������� and used
the same values for all agents from the old team) allowed
for this, but as can be seen, the best observed value is rather
different for different game variants (as we expected from
our experiences in [2]). Coming up with methods to sug-
gest good values based on game variant and difference in
abilities will be important future work.

In the cases of the replacements with agents offering
new abilities, the picture is not as clear as for the first 4
variants. While the usage of a seed strategy is aimed at
keeping the amount of “trying out” of strategies low, nev-
ertheless learning always means that things have to be tried
out. While in the runs without adaptation of the old agents
we still had the new agent perform “learn” (although it usu-
ally realized that no change in strategy is necessary and
therefore used the strategy of the old agent) so that in both
kinds of runs we had the same loss of steps due to learning,
having the old agents adapt still leads to trying out things
and later having to do corrections. And this means nor-
mally more necessary steps to fulfill the given task. That
nevertheless we achieved better mean values for the num-
ber of steps needed shows that the adaptation allows for
using the improved abilities of the new agent, because only
these abilities are making the difference. Again, the � ������� -
values that were best varied and we had some values for
each variant that did not show improvements.

All in all, our experiments show that using a seed
strategy in on-line learning for agents that already per-
formed well before a change to the team was made comple-
ments the use of the strategy of the replaced agent as seed
strategy for the new agent. If the new agent alone cannot
make the necessary adjustments to be successful, the adap-
tation by the remaining old agents steps in and achieves

the success. If the new agent has new, better abilities, the
adaptation of the remaining team members offers a way to
use these abilities, which having only the new agent adapt
cannot achieve.

6 Conclusion

We presented a continuation/improvement of our work in
[2] that deals with having a member of an experienced team
replaced by a new agent with different abilities. Instead of
having only the new agent trying to adapt the strategy of
the old agent by performing on-line learning with a seed
strategy, after some time also the remaining agents are al-
lowed to adapt using this concept. Our experiments show
that in case of new agents with less abilities (or agents loos-
ing abilities) having the old agents adapt allows for success
where the new agent alone totally fails. If the new agent has
additional abilities, then having the old agents adapt allows
to really make use of these abilities instead of just sticking
to the strategy of the old agent.

The general problem of agent replacements with dif-
ferent abilities still has not been addressed very much. In
addition to our work, the closest approach was presented in
[6], but this approach was not in a team setting and it was
more interested in imitating an agent (and not replacing it
and just getting its strategy). So, there are still many re-
maining issues that have to be addressed in the future, like
finding measures for the difference in abilities to allow for
suggestions of good parameter values for our method, or
measuring the difference of tasks.
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